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On the group of purely inseparable points of an abelian variety
defined over a function field of positive characteristic

Damian Rössler

Abstract. Let K be the function field of a smooth and proper curve S over an algebraically
closed field A of characteristic p > 0. Let A be an ordinary abelian variety over K. Suppose
that the Neron model A of A over S has some closed fibre Ms, which is an abelian variety of
p-rank 0.

We show that in this situation the group A(Arpert) is finitely generated (thus generalizing
a special case of the Lang-Neron theorem). Here A'pert Kp is the maximal purely
inseparable extension of K. This result implies in particular that the "full" Mordell-Lang
conjecture is verified in the situation described above. The proof relies on the theory
of semistability (of vector bundles) in positive characteristic and on the existence of the

compactification of the universal abelian scheme constructed by Faltings-Chai

Mathematics Subject Classification (2010). 11G10, 14G05.

Keywords. Abelian variety, purely inseparable, strongly semistable, rational point, function
field.

1. Introduction

Let k be an algebraically closed field and let S be a connected, smooth and proper
curve over k. Let K := k(S) be its function field.

If V/S is a locally free coherent sheaf on S, we denote by

0 V0 c Vi c L2 c • • c Vhn(v) V

the Harder-Narasimhan filtration of V. We write as usual

deg(*) := deg(ci(*)), /z(*) := deg(*)/rk(*)

and

Mminlb') -= R/ fhn(V) — 1 )• Mmax(l^) -=

See [3, chap. 5] (for instance) for the definition of the Harder-Narashimha filtration
and for the notion of semistable sheaf, which underlies it.
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Suppose from now on that k has characteristic p > 0.

If X is a scheme of characteristic p, we denote the absolute Frobenius endo-

morphism of X by Fx If / : X Y is a morphism between two schemes of
characteristic p and i > 0, we denote by Y^p ^ the source of the fibre product of /
and F^f, where F^ is the £-th power of the Frobenius endomorphism Fx of X.

A locally free sheaf V on S is said to be strongly semistable if F^'*(V) is

semistable for all r e N. A. Langer proved in [17, Th. 2.7, p.259] that there is

an no uq(V) e N such that the quotients of the Harder-Narasimhan filtration
of F^°'*{ V) are all strongly semistable. This shows in particular that the following
definitions :

fim\n(V):= lim p,mm{F^*(V))/pe
£—>oc

and

fimux(V) := 'im Mmax(F$ (V))/p^
l-*oo

make sense.

With these definitions in hand, we are now in a position to formulate the results
that we are going to prove in the present text.

Let 7T : *4 —> S be a smooth commutative group scheme and let A := Ak be

the generic fibre of A. Let : S -> A be the zero-section and let a> := e*(S2^s)
be the Hodge bundle of A over S.

Fix an algebraic closure K of K. For any <eN, let

Kp~l := {* e K\xp' e K],

which is a field. We may then define the field

tfperf Kp-°° UlmKP~e,

which is often called the perfection of K.

Theorem 1.1. Suppose that A/ S is semiabelian and that A is a principally polarized
abelian variety. Suppose that the vector bundle to is ample. Then there exists

f'o £ N such the natural injection A(KP ^ ^4(ATper') is surjective (and hence a

bijection).

For the notion of ampleness, see [13, par. 2]. A smooth commutative S-group
scheme A as above is called semiabelian if each fibre of A is an extension of an

abelian variety by a torus (see [7,1, def. 2.3] for more details).
We recall the following fact, which is proven in [1 ]: a vector bundle V on S is

ample ifand only if pmi„ (V) > 0.

Theorem 1.2. Suppose that A is an ordinary abelian variety. Then

(ä) /fmin(^) ^ 0'
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(b) if there is a closed point s e S such that As is an abelian variety of p-rank 0,

then fimin (co) > 0.

Remark. Fix the following notations for the time of this remark. Let C be a smooth,

proper and connected curve over the complex numbers C. Let Q —» C be a smooth

group scheme over C and let eg : C —»• Q be its zero-section.

Suppose that the fibre of Q over the generic point of C is an abelian variety.

The inequality pmin(fp^g/c) ^ 0 then holds. (1.1)

(in other words: CgQg^ is semiample). Inequality (1.1) follows from a theorem of
P. Griffiths. A more algebraic proof of (1.1) was given by J.-B. Bost in [4], where
the link with Griffiths's theorem is explained and further references are given.

Theorem 1.2 (a) may thus be viewed as an analog of (1.1) in positive characteristic.

If A is not ordinary, it seems difficult to give general criteria of (semi)ampleness
for co in positive characteristic. In this context, notice that the strict analog of (1.1) in

positive characteristic is false; see [22, chap. 8] for a counterexample by L. Moret-
Bailly, in which the generic fibre of the group scheme has p-rank 0.

Corollary 1.3. Suppose that A is ordinary and that there is a closed point s e S
such that >ly is an abelian variety of p-rank 0. Then

(a) there exists to e N such that the natural injection A(Kp <—> A( A'perl is

surjective;

(b) the group A{ A"perl) is finitely generated.

Here is an application of Corollary 1.3. Suppose until the end of the sentence that
A is an elliptic curve over K and that j(A) $ k (here j(•) is the modular j-invariant);
then A is ordinary and there is a closed point s S such that As is an elliptic curve
of p-rank 0 (i.e. a supersingular elliptic curve); thus A(ATpert) is finitely generated.
This was also proven by D. Ghioca (see [8]) using a different method.

We list two further applications of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.

Let Y be an integral closed subscheme of B := A

The following proposition is a special case of the (unproven) "full" Mordell-
Lang conjecture, first formulated by Abramovich and Voloch. See [9] and [21,

Conj. 4.2j f°r a formulation of the conjecture and further references.

Proposition 1.4. Suppose that A is an ordinary abelian variety. Suppose that there
is a closed point s S such that As is an abelian variety of p-rank0. IfY n A(
is Zariski dense in Y then Y is the translate ofan abelian subvariety of B by an point
in B(K).

Proof. This is a direct consequence of Corollary 1.3 and of the Mordell-Lang
conjecture over function fields of positive characteristic; see [14] for the latter.
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Our second application is to a question of a A. Langer and H. Esnault. See

[6, Remark 6.3] for the latter. The following proposition gives a positive answer to
their question in a specific situation.

Proposition 1.5. Suppose that A is an ordinary abelian variety and that there is a
closed point s S such that As is an abelian variety of p-rank 0. Suppose that for
all £ f 0 we are given a point Pi A^p UK) and suppose that for all If \, we

(p£)have Verj[/K(Pi) Pi-1- Then Pq is a torsion point.

The morphism Ver^^ : A^pt^ —> A^pt ^ is the Verschiebung morphism. See

[10, VIIA, 4.3] for the definition.

Proof. By assumption the point P0 is /7°°-divisible in A(ATerf), because [p]a/k
VerA/jo Frob^/tf. Here Frob^/K is the relative Frobenius morphism and [p]a/k is

the multiplication by p morphism on A. Thus P0 is a torsion point, because A(Kpert)
is finitely generated by Corollary 1.3.

Acknowledgements. I would like to thank H. Esnault and A. Langer for many
interesting conversations on the subject matter of this article. Many thanks are also

due to the referee for his valuable remarks on the text.

2. Proof of Theorems 1.1,1.2 & 1.3

2.1. Proof of Theorem 1.1. The idea behind the proof of Theorem 1.1 comes from
an article of M. Kim (see [16]).

In this subsection, the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold. So we suppose that

A/S is semiabelian, that A is a principally polarized abelian variety and that co is

ample.

If Z -> W is a IL-scheme and IF is a scheme of characteristic p, then for any
n f 0 we shall write —> W for the PL-scheme given by the composition of
arrows

Fw
z -+w -+ w.

Now fix n > 1 and suppose that A(Kp ")\A(KP "+1) A
Fix P e A{p"\K)\A(p"~'HK) A(Kp~")\A(Kp~"+]). The point P

corresponds to a commutative diagram of k-schemes

A

P

/ V
Spec —> Spec K

fk
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such that the residue field extension K\k(P(Spec Ai^)) is of degree 1 (in other
words P is birational onto its image). In particular, the map of A'-vector spaces

P*£llAjk —>• arising from the diagram is non zero.

Now recall that there is a canonical exact sequence

0 -> 7T*KQ.lKik Q\/k £I\/K; °-

* F'k *

Furthermore the map F^' &xK/k vamshes- Also, we have a canonical

identification tt^tOK (see [2, chap. 4., Prop. 2]). Thus the natural surjection

P*QlA^k —» ^a:!»]/jt &lves nse to a non-zero map

<t'n '

The next lemma examines the poles of the morphism </>„.

We let E be the reduced closed subset, which is the union of the points s e S,
such that the fibre As is not complete.

Lemma 2.1. The morphism (f>n extends to a morphism of vector bundles

F^co^Q^/kiE).

Proof. First notice that there is a natural identification ß^[(l] (log E) Q.ls[n^k(E),
because there is a sequence of coherent sheaves

0 S2S[ni/jt ->• E) Oe —> 0

where the morphism onto Oe is the residue morphism. Here the sheaf f2^[;)]^(log E)

is the sheaf of differentials on SM\£ with logarithmic singularities along E. See

[15, Intro.] for this result and more details on these notions.

Now notice that in our proof of Theorem 1.1, we may replace A" by a finite
extension field K' without restriction of generality. We may thus suppose that A is

endowed with an m-level structure for some m > 3.

We now quote part of one the main results of the book [7]:

(1) there exists a regular moduli space Agttn for principally polarized abehan

varieties over k endowed with an m-level structure;

(2) there exists an open immersion Ag,m A* m, such that the (reduced)
complement D := A* m\Ag^m is a divisor with normal crossings and A*

m
is regular and proper over k\

(3) the scheme A*
m carries a semiabelian scheme G extending the universal

abehan scheme f :Y —» Ag,m\
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(4) there exists a regular and proper A* m-scherne / : Y —» A* m, which extends

Y and such that F := Y\Y is a divisor with normal crossings (over A);
furthermore

(5) on Y there is an exact sequence of locally free sheaves

S°) ßy/fcOogf) -> fij^jlog F/D) —> 0.

which extends the usual sequence of locally free sheaves

0 f*QlAv mik -> Q.y/k ->• &YIAK.m 0

on Ag^m. Furthermore there is an isomorphism Sly/A U°g A"//)) ~ f*coG-

Here wc := Lie(G)v is the tangent bundle (relative to A* m) of G restricted

to A* m via the unit section.

See [7, chap. VI, th. 1.1] for the proof.
The datum of A/K and its level structure induces a morphism 0 : K —» Ag_m,

such that <p*Y ~ A, where the isomorphism respects the level structures. Call
A : A —»• Y the corresponding morphism over k. Let 0 : S —> A* m

be

the morphism obtained from 0 via the valuative criterion of properness. By the

unicity of semiabelian models (see [20, IX, Cor. 1.4, p. 130]), we have a natural

isomorphism 0*G ~ A and thus we have a set-theoretic equality 0_1 (D) E and

an isomorphism (p*(tiG co. Let also P be the morphism —» Y obtained from
A o P via the valuative criterion of properness. By construction we now get an arrow

P*nl?/k(\ogF)^n1sln]/k(logE)

and since the induced arrow

F"s~* o4,*(^Agm/k(\ogD)) -+ QlsVl]/k{\ogE)

vanishes (because it vanishes generically), we get an arrow

P*ttf/A* m(\ogF/D) Es'*o<P*cog Eg'* a) -» n^[(l]/it(log£) n\[n]/k(E).

which is what we sought.

To conclude the proof of Proposition 1.1, choose Io large enough so that

Fmm(Fls'*{co)) > ti(Qls/k(E))

for all I > Iq. Such an lo exists because > 0. Now notice that since A is a

perfect field, we have £2^fc(£) ~ (£). We see that we thus have

Homl/^'V),^,,]/^)) =0
for all / > /o and thus by Lemma 2.1 we must have n < Io + 1. Thus we have

A(Kip~,+ly)

for all I ^ lo-
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Remark. The fact that Hom(F^'*(to). £2^[(l]^(E)) ~ Hom(F^'*(oj).
vanishes for large / can also be proven without appealing to the Harder-Narasimhan
filtration. Indeed the vector bundle co is also cohomologically /t-ample (see [18,
Rem. 6), p. 91]) and thus there is an /0 e N such that for all / > /0

Hom(F£*(u;).^M(F)) H°(S, F!s'*(oo)v ® Qls/k(E))
Serre duality zr^/ \ ,0. o 1 / z? \ V o 1 \ V

— H (5. ® S/k( ® ^S/k)
Hl(S, Fls'*(e») ® 0(-E))v 0.

2.2. Proof of Theorem 1.2. In this subsection, we suppose that the assumptions of
Theorem 1.2 hold. So we suppose that A is an ordinary abelian variety.

Notice first that for any n ^ 0, the Hodge bundle of A^p"^ is F^'*u>. Hence, in

proving Proposition 1.2, we may assume without restriction of generality that co has

a strongly semistable Harder-Narasimhan filtration.
Let V := m/cuhn^j-i. Notice that for any n ^ 0, we have a (composition of)

Verschiebung(s) map(s) co—>F^'*co. Composing this with the natural quotient map,
we get a map

Ver'""»'*
<p:co ^ Fns'*V (2.1)

The map 0 is generically surjective, because by the assumption of ordinariness the

map o) —» Fs' co is generically an isomorphism.
We now prove (a). The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that ßmin(^>)

ß(V) < 0. This implies that when n —> oo, we have /a(F£'*V) —> —oo. Hence if n

is sufficiently large, we have Hom(a>, F$'* V) 0, which contradicts the surjectivity
of the map in (2.1).

We turn to the proof of (b). Again the proof is by contradiction. So suppose that

Mmin(<y) ^ 0. By (a), we know that we then actually have ßm\n(w) 0 /j.(V) and

V # 0. If/rmax(w) > 0 then the map oo\ —> F$'*V obtained by composing 0 with
the inclusion co\ t—»• co must vanish, because

M(cu,) > pc{F"s'*V) pn-i±(V)= 0.

Hence we obtain a map oo/co\ —» F^'*V. Repeating this reasoning for co/co\ and

applying induction we finally get a map

A : V -» Ft!'* V.

The map A is generically surjective and thus globally injective, since its target and

source are locally free sheaves of the same generic rank. Let T be the cokernel of A

(which is a torsion sheaf). We then have

deg(L) + deg(F) 0 + deg(T) deg(F%'*V) 0
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and thus T 0. This shows that A is a (global) isomorphism. In particular, the map
4> is surjective. Thus the map

Ver

4>s:ctis 4 Fs"-*vs

is surjective and thus non-vanishing. This contradicts the hypothesis on the /»-rank
at 5.

2.3. Proof of Corollary 1.3. In this subsection, we suppose that the assumptions
of Corollary 1.3 are satisfied. So we suppose that A is ordinary and that there is a

closed point s S such that As is an abelian variety of /r-rank 0.

We first prove (a). First we may suppose without restriction of generality that A is

principally polarized. This follows from the fact that the abelian variety (Axr Ay )4

carries a principal polarization ("Zarhin's trick", see [19, Rem. 16.12, p. 136]), and

from the fact that the abelian variety (A xx /lv)4 also satisfies the assumptions of
Corollary 1.3. Furthermore, we may without restriction of generality replace S by
a finite extension S'. Thus, by Grothendieck's semiabelian reduction theorem (see

[12, IX]) we may assume that A is semiabelian. Statement (a) then follows from
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.

We now turn to statement (b). Let lo be as in (a). Let Tr^^T^0^) be the

X|A-trace of A^p(o\ This is an abelian variety over k, which comes with a finite

X-morphism rK\k • ^K\k(^pta>>) K —* A^pt{^ (see [5] for the definition). The

morphism uniquely extends to an S-morphism T : Tr^^f/l^^'^^ —> A^pe°^

by a theorem of Raynaud (see [20, IX, Cor. 1.4, p. 130]). The morphism T is finite

on any complete fibre of A^pt°\ as can be seen by looking at the image under T
of the torsion points of order prime to p on such a fibre. Combining this with our

assumptions, we see that Tvfc\k(.A^pe^) is simultaneously ordinary and of p-rank 0,

which in turn implies that Tr^C^^0^) 0- Now by the Lang-Neron theorem,

the group A(-pe"'1 (K)/TrK\ic(A<-pe°'>)(k) is finitely generated and thus we see that

A(pt°\K) A(KP~'°) A (Xperf)

is finitely generated. This concludes the proof of (b).
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